Deluxe Aluminum Desktop Stand

**AR-1**
Compatible with Macbook and most 11”-15” laptops

**Elevated Viewing Angle**
prevents hand and eye strain and promotes proper sitting posture for better ergonomics.

**Optimum Cooling Dock**
dissipates heat to the air faster than plastic or wooden laptop dock for improving airflow around laptop.

**Cable Organizer Behind**
routes wires neatly.

**Silicone Padded Platform**
keeps laptop set on the stand securely and doesn’t easily topple.

**Silicone Feet Base**
Provides non-slip carrying capacity and prevents scratches on the desk.

**Single-piece Aluminum Design**
Keeps lightweight yet provides solid stability which resistant to bending and breaking.

**Sand-blasted and Silver Anodized Finish**
Molded in premium quality aluminum alloy that matches most laptops frame and colors like Macbooks.
Deluxe Aluminum Desktop Stand

AR-2
Compatible with Macbook and most 11”-17” laptops

360° Rotary Base
allows more customized viewing experience.

Keyboard Stash
clears up desk area when not in use.
AR-3 Compatible with iMac Displays

Deluxe Aluminum Desktop Stand

Six Height Settings elevates the monitor to your optimal viewing height by support shelf.

Perforated Design provides good air circulation.

Hidden Storage creates additional space for hard drives or personal items.

Cable Organizer Behind routes wires neatly.

Please note: The text appears to be a description of a product feature list, but without specific context or product details, it's difficult to provide a more natural representation of the text. The image contains a set of products and a user working on a computer, suggesting a context related to technology or computer accessories.
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